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“Exit” in main menu 

ParkSEIS-HMA (PS-HMA) Main Window 

HMA Dialog 

HMA Dialog 

Button Click Text File on PXI 

1 (“ARM”) 
“SETUP.TXT”, and 
“ARM.TXT” with 0.5-
second seperation 

2 (“DISARM”) “DISARM.TXT” 

3 NONE 

4 “STOP.TXT”* 

*This file (“STOP.TXT”) is written when 
PS-HMA program is closed to signal the 
shutdown of the PXI system.  Therefore, 
the file will have be to deleted by the 
PXI control software right before its 
shut down.  

Text Files Written on PXI 



After the first run of the program, the PS-HMA will 
remember the previous PXI folder and try to detect it at the 
beginning of the execution.  If it is detected, it will display 
the message as shown on top.  It will then show “PXI ON” 
label on the main menu of the HMA dialog (middle).  This 
label will be used for some other purposes in the future.   
 
PXI can be shut down, when the user clicks the “Exit” on the 
main menu of PS-HMA (not the “Exit” on the HMA dialog) 
as previously shown (i.e., item 4 click).  The same option will 
also be provided at the time of “DISARM” (bottom).  Please 
refer to “Suggestions for Next JFT” on the last page for 
further information.       

PXI Detection and Shutdown 



“SETUP.TXT” Parameters in PS-HMA 
The six (6) parameters included in “SETUP.TXT”  file 
can be changed in PS-HMA by going to a dedicated 
tab as illustrated here.  The updated values are 
saved at the time of PS-HMA termination in a 
configuration file.  They will appear as default 
values in the corresponding boxes on next run.   



Backup or Delete of OLD TDMS files 

When specifying the PXI folder by clicking 
the “Set raw data (*.tdms) folder” button 
(top), the PS-HMA will check if there are 
old TDMS files existing in the folder.  If so, 
then it will provide options; i.e., “Backup 
to a folder” in the laptop computer and 
then delete them, or just “Delete them 
without backup” (bottom).  If the first 
option is chosen, then a further dialog 
will appear to set a backup folder within 
the designated folder in the C drive of the 
laptop computer (e.g., “C:\Seismic 
Data\OldMeasurementFiles\Backup0623
2021\”). 



Suggestions for Next JFT 

When all TDMS files have been copied, this panel color 
becomes lime.  This is when the “DISARM” button can be 
clicked and the PXI can be turned off. 

1. It is recommended repeating the previous JFT executed on February, but this time on a “warm” day.  
Run the same (or similar) survey previously performed (e.g., collecting 50, or more, TDMS files 
continuously).  As soon as the survey is finished and the survey vehicle stops, then wait until all 
acquired TDMS files are copied to the laptop computer.  This task will be accomplished first because 
it gets the highest priority in PS-HMA now.    When the panel in the “Raw (TDMS)” tap becomes lime 
color as shown below, it indicates all TDMS files have been copied. 

2.  Then, click the ‘DISARM’ button by going back to the “In-Field Mode” page in the HMA dialog.  The 
“DISARM.TXT” file will be written on the PXI folder. 

3. At that time, the program (PS-HMA) will ask if you want to shutdown the PXI system.  If chosen so, 
then it will write “STOP.TXT” on the PXI folder (right after deleting “DISARM.TXT”), which should 
shut down the PXI system.    

4. Let the program (PS-HMA) finish the remainder of the analysis.  It should not take more than 20 
minutes to finish the entire analysis because of the updated analysis algorithm.  


